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The Shocking Dark Side of Swimming With
Dolphins—Exposed!
Have you ever dreamed of swimming with dolphins in a sunny, tropical paradise?
Every year, millions of people in pursuit of this popular fantasy, swarm to marine parks,
aquariums and “Dolphin-Swim” attractions in various holiday destinations, unaware that by
participating in this popular activity, they are supporting terrible suffering—purposely kept
hidden from the public.
Rekindling the Waters: The Truth About Swimming With Dolphins is an intimate exposé
of this popular but controversial activity, alerting readers to the death and misery underlying
these lucrative marine attractions, that place both dolphins and unsuspecting human participants
in harm’s way.
The case against captive-dolphin swims is further supported by an examination of the
latest scientific research regarding dolphin behavior, intelligence, self-awareness and culture.
This rich and diverse evidence raises dynamic ethical questions and calls for change in the way
we regard and treat these creatures.
Essential reading for anyone who cares about dolphins, the oceans they live in and this
planet we share, Rekindling the Waters: The Truth About Swimming with Dolphins reveals that
by rekindling a wiser and more respectful relationship with dolphins and the living world
around us, we can and shift the underlying attitudes responsible for our participation in such
harmful activities and take a vital step forward toward a better and kinder world.
About the Author: Leah Lemieux has been involved with dolphin protection, education
and conservation issues for twenty years, lecturing, writing and collaborating with individuals
and NGOs from a number of countries. Her web site is: www.RekindlingTheWaters.com
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